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Many of the languages of mainland Southeast Asia share a similar devise for asking yes-no questions, that is, questions such as in (1) which request an affirmative or negative response rather than other information.

(1) Is she going to Chiang-Mai? (Yes, she is. or No, she isn't.)
Do you have any rice? (Yes, I do. No, I don't.)

Such questions in these languages tend to take the form of alternative propositions. That is, the verb put into question is stated in a positive proposition and then is opposed by a negative proposition of the same verb. One type of yes-no question in Standard (Mandarin) Chinese is an explicit example of the notion of alternative propositions. The sentence in (2) has first a positive proposition of the verb yào, followed by a negative proposition, bu yào, of the same verb.

(2) Tā yào bu yào mǎi mǐ? (Tā) yào (mǎi). (Tā) bu yào (mǎi). 2
Chi 3rd Person want not want buy rice 3P want buy 3P not want buy
'Does she want to buy some rice? 'Yes, she does.' 'No, she doesn't.'

As shown, the appropriate answer to such a question is the affirmation or negative assertion of the verb.

Christian Bauer (p.c.) says that it is possible to have a V-Neg-V question in the Mon language spoken in Thailand but not that spoken in Burma. He gives the example in (3), with the pre-verbal negative hù?.

(3) Klăng hù? klăng?
Mon come Neg come

'Are you coming, or not?'

He states, however, that this form is "un-Mon" and is a recent grammatical loan. Since this form is also un-Tai, perhaps it is borrowed from Tibeto-Burman Yi northern neighbors.

This same form, V-not-V, is permissible in Hmong. The sentence in (4), from Lyman 1974:186, is a Green Hmong sentence. The sentence in (5) is a White Hmong sentence, as are most of the Hmong examples.

(4) Kō mā tshū nō tsi mū?
Hmg you have drug eat not have
'Do you have any medicine?'

(5) Kō mū tsi mū?
Hmg you go not go
'Are you going?'
Mū (nāw). Tsi mū.
'Yes, I'm going.' 'No, I'm not going.'

Again, the response is affirmation or negation of the verb in question.

However, this form is not so common in Hmong. There is a strong preference for making a more explicit alternation by separating the positive and negative propositions with the alternative 'or', as in (6) and (7).

(6) Kō mū lō tsi mū?
Hmg you go or not go
'Are you going?'

(7) Nē kho tau lāu? lō tsēng? tsi tau (kho)?
Hmg you2 repair able already or still not able repair
'Are you able to repair?'
In fact, most of the languages in the area permit the use of a full explicit positive-negative alternation with the alternative 'or'; that is, V-or-not-V, where the verbs are identical, the 'or' is the customary 'or' in either-or questions (as in (8)), and the 'not' is the customary negative used before the first verb in negative statements (as in (9)).

(8) Kɔ mûa nplè lɔ kɔ mûa tɔxhû? (Heimbach 1979:116)
Hmg you have hulled rice or you have unhulled rice
'Do you have hulled or unhulled rice?'

(9) Tû nêŋg pûa tsi mûa dàtsi nô tsi mûa dàtsi hû. (PXNNH:37)
Hmg animate person poor not have what eat not have what wear
'Poor people have nothing to eat and nothing to wear.'

In Hmong, the use of a full alternating V-or-not-V pattern is quite usual and does not imply particular emphasis. In most other languages, however, such a pattern does have particular emphasis. In Vietnamese, as in (10), the use of 'or' seems to emphasize the negative and create some expectancy of a negative response. Unlike Chinese and Hmong, the repeat of the verb is optional in Vietnamese.

(10) Chí mûn mua qâo hây không (mûn)?
Vtn older sister want buy husked rice or not want
'Do you, older sister, want to buy some rice or not?'

Similarly, in Thai the V-or-not-V form carries negative emphasis (and is somewhat archaic, according to Anthony Diller (p.c.), who gave the example in (11)).

(11) Khun páy rûam mày (páy)? 'Are you going or not?'
Thai you(Polite) go or not go

Hmong employs the V-or-not-V form in tag questions, in which case the two verbs are different, V1-or-not-V2, and the second verb is usually tâu 'able' which occurs with this meaning following other verbs (see (7) above and cf. Thai dây and Vietnamese dươc). An example is the sentence in (12).

(12) Kû mûa râu kû lâw? lû tsi tâu?
Hmg I hand to you already or not able
'Did I give it to you already?'

From the evidence presented here and below, it is apparent that the (Sbj)V-or-not-V pattern, so regularly used in Hmong for yes-no questions, represents an areal pattern. In fact, it may be an underlying historical pattern from which different languages have selected preferred versions. This becomes clearer from a comprehensive examination of yes-no question patterns in mainland Southeast Asia. The chart in Table 1 gives an overall view of V-or-not-V-type patterns used for yes-no questions in some mainland Southeast Asian languages, arranged by language family. XX marks the more dominant patterns for given languages. More data to illustrate the various patterns follows. (AA = Austroasiatic, M-Y = Miao-Yao, S-T = Sino-Tibetan, St.Chinese = Standard (Mandarin) Chinese, T-B = Tibeto-Burman.)
Table 1  Utilization of the V-or-not-V question pattern

The most common yes-no question form in Vietnamese is simply a statement of the verb in question followed by không 'not', with the negative expression of the verb merely implied by the presence of the preverbal negative. The use of 'not' in a straightforward negative sentence (not-V) is shown in the negative response to the yes-no question in (13) which takes the form V-not.

Vtn sister know road that not know
'Do you know that road?' 'Yes, I know it.' 'No, I don't know it.'

The use of V-not-V, as occurs in Chinese and Hmong, is not allowed in Vietnamese:

(14) * Chị muốn không muốn mua gạo? * Chị biết đường do không biết?
Vtn sis. want not want buy rice sis. know road that not know
'Do you want to buy rice?' 'Do you know that road?'

Vietnamese has another negative which functions in the same way as không 'not'. That is chưa 'not yet'. Examples of a negative statement with preverbal chưa and a yes-no question with postverbal chưa are given in (15) and (16) respectively.

(15) Anh ấy đi chợ chưa về.
Vtn older brother that go market not yet return
'He went to the market and hasn't returned yet.'

(16) Anh ấy đã về nhà chưa?
Vtn brother that Past return house not yet
'Has he returned home yet?'

The form V-not-V is also disallowed in the Tai languages, whose yes-no questions may, like Vietnamese, take the form V-not. When the form V-not is used in Lao, the negative undergoes a tone change. In (17) the negative ʔbɔɔ (mid tone) is used in a straightforward negative sentence.

(17) Láaw bɔɔ si pay Lząag Phābaaŋ.
Lao 3P not Future go Luang Prabang
'She's not going to go to Luang Prabang.

In a yes-no question, as in (18), the tone is usually low tone.

(18) Láaw si pay Lząag Phābaaŋ bɔɔ?
Lao 3P Future go Luang Prabang not
'Is she going to go to Luang Prabang? 'No, she's not going.'

In Central (Bangkok) Thai, a similar tone change seems to have become lexicalized, as shown in the table.
negative, to be written differently in the script, in accordance with the different pronunciation. In a negative sentence, māy (always falling tone) is used:

(19) Khāw (ca) māy suw khāaw(-sāan). 'They're not going to buy rice.'
Thai 3P Future not buy (milled) rice
(Anthony Diller, p.c.)

In a yes-no question, as in (20), the tone of the postverbal question negative in normal speech is high tone. (Slow or spelling pronunciation is rising tone: māy.)

(20) Khāw (ca) suw khāaw(-sāan) māy? 'Are they going to buy rice?'
Thai 3P Future buy (milled)rice not
(Anthony Diller, p.c.)

Most grammarians (e.g. Noss 1964, Vichin 1970) treat māy and māy as two distinct lexical items, negative and question word/particle. However, there are strong arguments for considering the question word to be related to the preverbal negative in both Thai and Lao. First, although Thai māy/māy and Lao ᵃ Chore are clearly not cognates, a similar type tone difference occurs in identical functions, suggesting that the tone difference is grammatically conditioned, probably by intonational factors. Furthermore, other Thai dialects and Tai languages do not have a tone difference between the preverbal negative and the postverbal question negative. Example sentences from Songkhla, a Southern Thai dialect, (given by Anthony Diller, p.c.), Nung (from Saul & Wilson 1980:47 & 116), and Black Tai (from Fippinger 1975: 151 & 157) illustrate the use of the same word for both negative and question "particle" in each case.

(21) Kūu māay hēn kāy.
Song- I not see chicken
khla 'I don't see the chicken.'
Māy hēn kāy māay?
you see chicken not
'Do you see the chicken?'

(22) Cāu sām chōng mi hānh muhn.
Nung I also then not see 3P
'I also didn't see him.'

(23) Pō kē hēht ānh hon mi?
Nung mān old make Clsf house not
'Is uncle building a house?'

(24) ...bau² mi⁴ saq¹ ka:⁴ lym¹.
Black not exist anything at all
Hai¹ tuk² he¹ bau²?
go cast net not
'There's nothing there at all.'
'Have you gone fishing?'

In Chrau, a South Bahnaric Mountain Mon-Khmer language of Viet-Nam, one of several postverbal question words is also a negative. Thus, the yes-no question in (25), from Dorothy Thomas 1978:282, has the V-not form.

(25) Pōp ēh lēt camvūm ēnh nhai gal dāng?
Chrau sibling hear word I speak right no
'Don't you think that's right (what I say),'

The V-not question form in Khmer is somewhat different in that the negative that occurs postverbally in yes-no questions never occurs before the verb. It does, however, occur in straightforward negative sentences, still after the verb and accompanying another negative which occurs before the verb. The sentence in (26), from Huffman 1970:23, is a negative sentence with the preverbal negative mān and the postverbal negative tee. Neang Yun (p.c.) suggests that the presence of tee implies a response, i.e. 'No, I don't want any coffee.'

(26) Khōm mān tew-kāa kafei tee.
Khōm I not want coffee
Neang Yun (p.c.)
The preverbal negative min does not occur in yes-no questions. This is consistent with the alternating proposition hypothesis. In this hypothesis the first verb should be positive and, in Khmer, the already postverbal negative tee serves to present a negative proposition of the verb in a V-Neg form (Huffman 1970:150):

(27) Kñom kcay makuu mook baan tee? 'Could I borrow a pair?'
Khñm I borrow one pair hither able Neg

Huffman (1970:24) states that tee always "has a connotation of negation".

Those languages which use a V-not pattern also employ this pattern as a tag question. The verb in this case is a stative verb meaning 'correct, true' or one meaning 'be able' and the tag question implies the expectation of verification of the statement being tagged. This use is shown by the Chrau sentence in (25) above and the Nung sentence in (28) from Saul & Wilson 1980:117, both using 'true not?'.

(28) Pò ke heñf anh hom sy ml? (Cf. (24.).)
Nung mán old make Clsf.house true not
'Uncle is making a house, isn't that true?'

The Khmer sentence in (27) above and the Vietnamese one in (29) use 'able not?' as a tag. (The sentence in (29), with a pause, contrasts with an untagged sentence of the same form but without a pause, meaning 'Are you able to read this letter?'.)

(29) Chí doc buc the nay, duoc khong?
Vtn sister read sheet letter this able not
'Would you read this letter?'

In Central Khmer, Central Thai, and southern Hmong (at least), yes-no questions can use simply the alternative 'or' to suggest a negative proposition of the verb:

(30) Luaeg kwaeg (niw) kenlaeg nih rii? (Huffman 1970:230)
Khm king reside(Royal) in place this or
'Does the king reside here?'

(31) Khaw pay talat raiu?
Thai 3P go market or
'So they're going to the market, eh?'

(32) Ko maa nple lo?
Hmg you have rice or
'Do you have any rice?' (Lyman 1974:162)

This form is not possible in other Tai languages nor in Northern Khmer (David Thomas, p.c.) and apparently not in other Mon-Khmer languages. Nor does the V-or form occur in Vietnamese or Chinese. It is interesting to speculate on the origin of this form.

In Nasu, a verb-final Yi Tibeto-Burman language, yes-no questions can be asked in the V-not-V pattern, as in Chinese and Hmong.

(33) Na vi le ma le?
Nasu you elder sister come Neg come
'Is your elder sister coming or not?'

What is interesting in this verb-final language is that, according to T'sou, a yes-no question may be asked with only a duplication of the verb and no explicit expression of negation or alternation, as shown in (34), from T'sou n.d.

(34) A p'i na sa ti mu na na?
Nasu mother-in-law you sweet fruit want want
This is also true in Sani, another verb-final Yi language, as shown in (35).

(35) Na ce si so so?        (T'sou n.d.)
Sani you Chinese language learn learn
'Are you learning Chinese?'

T'sou (n.d.) also gives an example from Nasu of a V-or-not-V form of question:

(36) Na dzu bu no ma bu?     'Have you eaten fully or not?'
Nasu you eat full or Neg full

He further suggests that the V-Neg-V and V-V patterns, as well as the V-Neg patterns of other languages, are derivatives of a V-Disjunctive-Negative-V historical pattern. I believe he is correct, and the areal evidence given here supports this hypothesis.

Chinese has another way of asking yes-no questions which is probably more common in Chinese than the V-not-V form. That is with a question word following the verb, customarily sentence final. This V-Q form is common to most Sino-Tibetan languages, e.g. Tibetan and other Tibeto-Burman languages, as well as to Mountain Mon-Khmer languages in Viet-Nam. There is some evidence to suggest that at least some of these question words are derived from negatives or possibly alternatives. (Cf., for example, Chinese question word ma and Sino-Tibetan Nasu and Lisu negative ma, which may or may not be related.) In fact, as noted above for Mon-Khmer Chrau, one of the question "particles" (shown in (25)) is also a preverbal negative as well as a sentence-final emphatic negative (David Thomas 1971:183-5). In Pacoh, a Katuic Mon-Khmer language, the preverbal negative láyq occurs as a postverbal question word (Watson 1966:169,185).

A yes-no question form most unusual in the area is the use of a question word preceding the verb which is being questioned. This form is very common in Hmong and occurs in at least two Mountain Mon-Khmer languages, Sedang and Bahnar. Smith (1979:107) gives (a)hôm as the regular question word for yes-no questions in Sedang. Interestingly, an affirmative answer is hôm 'yes'. He gives the example:

(37) Eh a hôm hlo rotám me?     'Have you seen that boy?'
Sdg you Ques. see boy that

The preverbal question word for Bahnar is hôm (Banker 1964:36,38).

Hmong pùa 'whether' occurs only as a preverbal question word, as in (38) and (39).

(38) Kô pùa múa i dái düa múa rau kú?
Hmg you whether have one sheet picture hand to I
'Do you have a picture you can give to me?'

(39) Tù txí nèng nhèw nù pùa hâu yéng?
Hmg animate male person that 3P whether imbibe opium
'That man, does he smoke opium?'

This question word can be used as a tag question:

(40) Thọ kô pà nqa lò rau kú, pùa tau?
Hmg request you help carry hither to I whether able
'Please bring it to me, can you do that?'
The Hmong preverbal question word can occasionally occur with the V-or-not-V pattern, especially with the verb tau 'got, have been able to'. as in (41).

(41) Né púa tau múa pé cõ pã-na-tau tă (lăw?) lõ tsíl tau?
  Hmg you2 whether got sell we group needlework finished already or not got 'Have you two been able to sell all our needlework (yet)?'

The question word can also occur in an indirect question, as in the second use in (42), where it is supplemented by the V-or-not-V form.

(42) Kô púa pâu púa yuâ múa nêng yuâ lõ tsíl múa?
  Hmg you whether know whether will have person buy or not have 'Do you know whether there will be anyone who will buy (it) or not?'

Much more investigation needs to be done to find clues regarding the historical and/or areal significance of this uncharacteristic Q-V form.

NOTES

1 The kernel idea for this paper came from a paper given by Benjamin T' sou some years ago (T'sou n.d. – early 1970's?) on this subject. I have been unable to verify with him the notions and data given on his handout, but have gone ahead and used them anyway. I am indebted to Anthony Diller and Christian Bauer for discussion of linguistic ideas and language data. I have also benefited from consultation with and letters from Vangkova Cheurtong, Neng Chue Yang, and Joua Vang (all southern Hmong speakers from Laos), and consultation with Wong Yin-Wai, Beverly Hong-Fincher, Svetlana Dyer, Preecha Juntanamalaga, and Neang Yun.

2 Standard pinyin orthography is used in the Chinese examples and standard Vietnamese orthography is used in those examples. The roman transcriptions used for Thai and Lao are the widely accepted ones. The orthography used in the Hmong examples is the 'standard' romanized orthography used by the Hmong in Laos (see Smalley 1976:87-88 and Bertrais 1979), except that tone diacritics are those used for Thai with the addition of ' for the low falling breathy tone (-g in Bertrais) and " for the low rising and falling tone (-d in Bertrais), and Vng instead of VV. The transcriptions used for other languages are those used in the specific references cited.
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